What the Ambassadors Say About…

The work I do with TheFitExpo has literally changed my life. I have
always been an athlete and workout fan but spending time at these
events city after city and show after show has really motivated me to
be my best. – Ersto Alfaro

As a fitness professional and a bodybuilder I have found TheFitExpo to be
such an exciting and empowering event. Being part of it helps me to
expand my knowledge and expertise in the fitness field and gives me an
opportunity to network with other fitness professionals by collaborating
and exchanging ideas on new products, fitness programs and systems,
and fitness equipment.- Coach Ani
I love the Fit Expo because I get to sample the latest supplements on the
market, purchase new gym clothes, learn about the latest fitness trends and
nutrition.- Sean Okamuro

What’s up ROCK STARS… TheFitExpo is bringing opportunities,
light and love to people who love fitness and that’s why I
never miss a Fit Expo - Michele Blake

I love motivating and cheering on the participants in the GTZ just when
they are on the brink of giving up on the challenging workout they are
enduring. As a group fitness instructor, I can hang out at the Group
Training Zone Stage all weekend. I get so many ideas for my workouts
and run into so many other fit pros whom I have worked with over my
career in the Fitness Industry!- Beatrice Dawson

Working as a personal trainer and club owner, I am always
looking for opportunities to engage my community OUTSIDE of
the gym. TheFitExpo is my favorite field trip! –Bo Francy

What the So Cal Ambassadors Say About…

As a Trainer, I love being at TheFitExpo. Whether I am working an
area of the show or visiting all of the exhibitors I think like seeing
what is new and meeting celebrity trainers- Jessica Wood

As a body builder and personal trainer, TheFitExpo has
been a regular “go to” event for me. I love sharing the
event with people I know because they are never
disappointed!- Emery Aranda

I have seen the best in fitness at TheFitExpo. Whether it is
new products, new celebrities to follow or new workouts to
try… TheFitExpo makes me smile- Stefanie Ekizian

Bumblebees are not designed to fly. It’s body is too heavy for it’s
light wings, wings that should not be able to keep it in the air.
Bumblebees refuse to accept their limitations. It flies in spite of
what it’s been told it cannot do. It knows it strength. My aspiration
is to be a bumblebee and TheFitExpo gives me wings- Ali McCarthy

I have a long history with TheFitExpo. Volunteer, stage guest,
ambassador, trainer, attendee. The only shows I miss are the
ones I can not physically get to!- Juan Valtierra

As a trainer and small business owner, I am always looking
for opportunities to network and TheFitExpo has been a
great resource- Teresa Mazzarella

What the So Cal Ambassadors Say About…

As a Physical Education Teacher, Fitness Lifestyle Influencer, and
sponsored athlete (@eggwhitesint) I make TheFitExpo events a part of
my calendar. Staying connected to what is new and innovative keeps
me fresh- Sean Ruff

I am really looking forward to connecting with like
minded people in the fitness world - Tony Baker

Crazy! So Crazy it is perfect for me @crazyyviholk. I always like to
be where the fun meets serious fitness!- Yvonne Holk

Let’s change lives one rep and one Fit Expo at a time - Brayant West

Standing in line to meet Jen Selter, Cory Calliet or other celebrity
trainers is well worth it- Amanda Nguyen

What the Ambassadors About…

As a fitness club manager, I love how TheFitExpo gets our
members involved in the action. As a fitness fan, I try never to
miss an event- Glenn Bernal

TheFitExpo is where I go to showcase my athleticism & make
money while having fun!” Latrice Spence

As a fitness professional and owner I’m looking forward to
networking with professional in the industry. Sam Hudson

We bring the fun to TheFitExpo with music and
Dance. The Wow the Crowd and the GTZ are our
jam!- Rhythm G’s Grady & Geeta Turner

I love TheFitExpo because of the amazing opportunity to
network, check out local business and meet some of my
inspirations. I look forward to attending for many years to
come! - Adam Montez

